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Kingdom come deliverance bandit camp

Sir Bernard sent me there to kill their leader PS: Thank you for the map! 3 Like @MakoareTES can't open or see your pictures there. When I see him, I'll save him and nail him. Thanks. And a welcome. I'm going to nail him in the morning! I honestly thought there was one in the woods, but I was looking too deep when I cleaned the clouds
and missed it. Sorry, the first time I uploaded the picture, I fixed it! I was also surprised to see that there are no complete maps on the web. Mine is the most perfect. I just want to clean up any extra clues. 1 As @MakoareTES Thanks again, update the map with new locations. I'll do touchups (removing sites for quest) so it's cleaner. And
I'm going to release the whole map without any markings. That's what's going to happen later tonight. 1 Just as these camps are re-wandering and where is it so often? I only came across one when I was collecting treasures from the past, but I never came back. yes, I think they're serious every day. Frankly, I didn't check. Maybe two days
at most. Only the most northerly camp with 27 Cumans/Bandits Stops Respawn is not after you attack it during the main hunting line. I'm not sure if it will continue to respawn later down the road again tho. 1 As an updated map and cleaned up a little more. I think I've found them all now. I came across some camps that were empty, I don't
know whether these will be filled later in the campaign, they will have to check later (they didn't mark these). A clean map has also been included if people want to save for editing for their own purposes. Also, one camp marked is poacher camp o.o They respawn! Ive has cleaned some of these 10x more. Even the northmavitz camp is
respawn and has about 27 enemies. This place will stop changing when you attack it during the campaign. But I cleaned it three times. Some of the camps are empty, and I found them too. I haven't marked them since they were empty. But I can assure you that your enemies will come back for another fight. This map is great. I was
chasing cuman dogs while I leveled my bow skills. I think I found a new one for you. I hope you see my image. They expect to find ~4 bandits there, one of which is well armored. I was just wondering if you could show the map with cumin only camps? Bandits are easy for me, even if there's four or more. thanks in advance. That's a nice
card! Thank you very much. The ability to add your own markers is a really great feature! Can we appreciate the same in the game, or maybe mod maybe do it? thx - I thought I'd already discovered quite a lot, but I don't think... So many new symbols that the bandit camp west of Neuhof has slipped away from me. When I killed them all,
the battle never stopped. I had to load it out to save both times. I tried to wait around and look around to see if I missed someone... Nothing worked. I tried to ride all the way to Rattay... still in combat. I couldn't talk to anyone. I'm avoiding that now. Thanks, buddy. My Henry's bloodthirsty, now he's gone, he's hungry for more blood. The
next → Next Main Quests Baptism of Fire Prev Main quests My Friend Timmy Nest of Vipers is one of the main quests in Kingdom Come: Deliverance. During this mission, Henry must be lušing to a massive bandit camp in Pribyslavitz. Your main goal is to re-test this area. However, you will also get the opportunity to sabotage the enemy.
This can help you during the larger battle that will happen in the next main search. Note - Before you start this search, take at least one Snapps Savior. You should also reduce the weight of Henry and his horse equipment, because you get the opportunity to find and wear (heavy) pieces of Cuman clinging. Note #2 - Take 4 bottles of
poison with you on this mission if you plan to take care of a full reconnaissance. For example, you can get these items from a sheep that lives in a forest near Samopesh. Sell both poison bottles as a recipe that can help you prepare this item yourself (after reaching the alchemy bench). Find camp bandits in Pribyslavitz Depending on your
decisions from the previous main quest you will either know the location of the enemy camp in Pribyslavitz or you will need to find it with the following received clues. Notwithstanding that the best place to start your trip to the camp is the camp of lesavčev, located north Talmberg - point 1 on our map. Follow the north path that passes
through the forest. Reach the first fork (point 2 on our map) and go left, which means you have to go further north. Reach the second tilnik (point 3 on our map) and go left. We reach the third tilico (point 4 on our map) and go left again. Reach the fourth track (point 5 on our map) and choose the middle route - go west. Your destination is
Pribyslavitz - point 6 on our map). Of course, you can go right here and ignore all the navigational points in the woods. Scout camp in Pribyslavitz You need to know about two things before you approach the camp in Pribyslavitz:There are bandits accompanied by Cumans wandering around the area. They're not going to attack the hero
right away. If they see you, they'll approach Henry and block his path. This gives you a little time to leave the area before they start attacking you. But that won't happen in the later part of your infiltration into Camp Pribyslavitz. Prepare to be attacked immediately if they find you in their camp. The production of a complete or partial
reconnaissance is optional. You can easily approach/enter the camp to update your mission destination if you are in a hurry. Then go back to Radzig and give him an incomplete report. That means the upcoming battle will be much heasi. you the area at a specific time of day. Completing this task during the day is possible, but it can be
more difficult, even if you wear the overlay described below. We recommend that you wait until nightfall. This reduces the sight of enemies. Some of them will fall asleep, too. The results can be completed in a currently equipped armor/suit, but you must avoid enemies and do not let anyone catch you while Henry is inside the camp.
Finding pieces of Cuman armor is a much better idea. You can make amaing into one of your enemies and travel through the whole of Pribyslavitz easily. One way of finding pieces of Cuman armor is to attack one of their soldiers who are patrolling the camp. The figure above shows an example. Attack the enemy only if it's not in any
visible area. Remember, stay out of the regular fight. Instead, you should be shinged and drugged (you can then kill this Cuman). There is also a much safer alternative way of getting one of these armour - you can get it from the chest. Try to get into Pribyslavitz from the north. Find the hole presented in the picture and inspect it. Stop
immediately after crossing it - there is a chest in the hood area (it is secured by a simple bar). Inside are pieces of Cuman clinging (these pieces can also be found in other chests, but they are more difficult to access). Equip this armor (don't forget to wear a helmet) and remove all previously worn armour parts (you can move them into
your horse's inventory if Henry is extensive). You're supposed to be drinking the Savior Snapps after the armour is fitted. You won't have to regain your armor if your enemies find you too soon. Thanks to the armor you can travel throughout Pribyslavitz, but:The enemy may expose you if you do not wear all the pieces of armor (found on
the unconscious enemy or chest) or if you have not removed all the armored parts that you have used up to this point (you can use the same weapon). You may be exposed if you sabotage something in front of the enemy (more details in the later section of this page). Some enemies may become suspicious of you and approach Henry
(the best chance of this happening is in the northern Cuman camp). That starts the conversation. You can use vetted, impression or bullying, but each of these options can only be used once. Here you can use the following tactics - run around the camp and scout the area if you notice that someone has started moving towards Henry. This
will not scare your enemies too soon. Speak to this person only when you plan to end optional sabotage campaigns. Additional note - If you do not use one of the unique options of the dialog box when you are caught, it will not trigger a fight. The only difference is that you won't get talking points. A fight can only happen when standard
response after using all three unique. You can access the locations in Pribyslavitz, which is related to reconnaissance, while wearing Cuman armor or without it. Henry comments on his findings with one or a few sentences each time you get to one of these places (e.g. what protection your consciousness can get from a given location
when they start attacking that place). Try the following parts of the campsite:Two main bridges (up to one that can be reached by tracing the main route and the one in the south). The south and southwest part of Pribyslavitz (Henry will say this is a good place to attack surprises). The centre of Pribyslavitz (the hero talks about, for
example, palizadi). A small northern camp. A larger western camp should be able to watch a scene during which Runt kills one of his own people. In addition to the basic results, sabotage of the hostile camp in Pribyslavitz can also be decided to complete two optional objectives related to the sabotage of the enemy camp. Supplementing
them can reduce the number of enemies, as well as reduce the effectiveness of enemy archers. Remember that the mission's objectives do not need to be accomplished in 100%. You can finish them in part (e.g. by poisoning only one cooker), but that will not weaken the entire army. You can focus on sabotaging one type of object (first
the corners and then all the barrels arrows) or you can do so according to the location where you are currently located. As for the second variant, the best way to start is to visit the northern and heaviest Cuman camp and move towards the western bandit camp. The first option of sabotage is to poison the soup slicing. They are located in
different parts of Pribyslavitza- in the northern camp of Cuman there are two causities (those with chests that have pieces of Cuman clinging); There are two more kettles in the western camp, which is next to the ruins of the church. This goal can only be met if you have poison, but you do not need to get it before you start this task. If you
followed the previous tip, then you probably already have poison bottles with you. If not, then don't worry - poison can be found in the camp. One bottle is near the northern chest, which has parts of the armour (Figure 1), the other bottles are, e.g. inside locked chests, which are placed somewhere in the camp. Get close to the kettle and
select an option that lets you put something in them. Find the poison (Fig. 2) and confirm the action. Note - Rest assured, no one is watching Henry when the poison is poured into the kettle! Another option to sabotage your enemy is to burn your arrows. They are kept in different parts of Pribyslavitz (an example is shown in the figure
above). There are two sodas with an arrow in the northern Cuman camp (the one with the cuman pieces clinging to) and two more in the western camp next to the ruins of the church. Here is the risk of is even higher. You can leave this step for the last time and do it overnight. Also drink the Savior Snapps to save the progress you have
made so far. Step away from the soda that was burned, because the enemies will soon get there. Give the report to Radzig You can return to Radzig after:Making a temporary test of the camp. I'm going to test the camp. Complete camp results and accomplishment of some selection goals. Making a full scout of the camp and fulfilling all
the selection goals - this variant gives you the greatest help after the start of the battle in the next main exercise. Start running if you raise the alarm in the camp. Don't try to fight, you won't stand a chance. Keep running until you increase the distance from your enemies. Quickly call the horse, take him and lose the chase. If you haven't
been caught, you can leave this location right now. During the report, Henry can give his opinion on the following topics:Location of the camp - Henry's comment is automatic. Enemy numbers - - You must choose the last option of dialogue and inform radzig that there are many enemies in Pribyslavitz. The battle that takes place in the next
mission can be much more difficult if you tell him there are fewer enemies. Bandits in the camp - Henry's commentary is automatic. Cumani in camp - Henry's comment is automatic. Equipment enemies - Choose the middle option and tell Radzigu that enemies are well available. Ladders in the camp - Henry's commentary is automatic.
After telling Radzigu that there are several enemies in the camp, he will send Henry to Talmberg for reinforcements (you also receive 125 Groschen). Swear on the castle and talk to Mr. Divish. Note - At the end of the conversation with Divish you can tell him that you are ready to attack or that you need more time (this moment is
presented in the picture). Confirmation of your readiness automatically begins baptism of fire main task. However, it is better to prepare well for the upcoming battle, so choose another option and return to Divish when you have finished all preparations. Our suggestions can be found in the baptism walk with Fire Main Quest. Next Main



Quests Baptism of Fire Prev Main Quests My Friend Timmy Page 2 Download Game Guide PDF, ePUB &amp; iBooks Free iOS App Prepare your fight! This comprehensive game guide for Kingdom Come Deliverance contains valuable tips, tips and a detailed walk for medieval RPG. Includes initial tips for beginners, battle guide, trophies
and achievements, description quest and maps. See how to survive in the Kingdom of Come! This unofficial guide to Kingdom Come: Deliverance will help you with this rather complex game. The guide is divided into a few extensive chapters and the first contains various tips. What can I remember? Are you starting a new game? Select
the usual difficulty. We do not recommend a hardcore way to your first playthrough of Kingdom Come: Deliverance. This level of difficulty makes exploring, fighting, keeping your character alive and making your progress much harder. This method is for those who have already completed the game and want an additional challenge for their
second play. You cannot save without restrictions. Forget storage whenever you want. Your character can only do this by drinking the Savior Snapps - these potions can't be found anywhere, nor can you mass produce them. That means you have to change the way you play. Visit the bed or bath after each longer adventure - these sites
will save your game automatically. Autosave is also created between specific parts of the search. You can't win a duel by clicking on the same button. Even the weakest enemies can be challenging. You need to know where and when to attack, block, dodge and go on a counterattack. The best solution is to avoid fighting in the first few
hours with the game. In Rattay, the city you reach during the main story, you can practice melee fighting and learn more advanced techniques by visiting the arena. You can complete the game without killing (almost) anyone. Another thing that can convince you to avoid a fight at the start of the game is the fact that you can beat almost the
entire campaign without killing anyone. The game always gives you alternatives - you can, e.g. be cunning during a conversation, avoid enemies, let your allies deal with bandits or escape. The last variant is especially useful when you encounter a stronger enemy. Take care of Henry. In Kingdom Come: Deliverance you need to pay
attention to a few additional factors that affect the health and overall goodwill of your character. Lost health points won't be supplemented over time, which means you need to drink smoothies, eat food or rest. Sleep is also required to reset the fatigue line. Henry can also feel hungry - always have something to eat in your inventory. You
can also visit locations that have food (you can buy or steal it). Pickpocketing and locking are a challenge here. You both have a mini game. At first, you may have trouble completing. Don't worry, the problem was caused by Henry's lack of experience. In The Kingdom of Come: Deliverance Henry acquires professionalism by repeating the
same acts over and over again. Each successfully completed mini game increases your hero's skills, which means that later it can become much better in it. You get a horse after you finish the first few routes. At the beginning, you can't assign any horse to your character. Don't try to steal them because you can have a lot of problems.
Focus on completing the main searches. One of the prizes for prey quest is your horse. From now on You can ride on your horse without restrictions. For more tips, see Initial tips. How to develop the hero's main stats? In the Kingdom Come: Pull out your skills by performing activities related to them. Some skills can also be leveled on an
alternating level, e.g. Power - Participate in fights and practice in arenas. Dexterity - Use the bow, implement dodges. Vitality - Sprint and ascent. Speech - Speak with NPCs.Defence - Use blocks. Warfare - Take part in combat. Mace, Bow, Sword, Axe. Unarmed - Defeat your enemies using a fist. Alchemy - Beer inflatables. Read - Read
books (after learning this skill from scribe to Uzhitz). Stealing from npc's pockets. Horseman - Rides on horseback. Maintenance - Repair of your equipment. Hunting - Hunting wild animals. Drinking - Drink alcohol and smoothies. Stealth - Steal into restricted areas. Lockpicking - Open locks with lock. Herbs - Collection of herbs. For more
information about each of the skills, see Character Progress. The most common problems with kingdom Come: DeliveranceKingdom Come does not work / freezes. Start by installing the latest video card drivers. Also, be sure to check that your computer meets the minimum recommended requirements. Another thing you have to do, no
matter what platform you have, is update the game to the latest version. I can't finish my job. Some quests have bugs that can cause problems or even prevent them from supplementing. One of these searches is called The Bird in Hand. During this side search you may have a bug that causes your cages to disappear. Most of the
searches were set in patch 1.6 and in previous fixes. However, if you still run into a bug, try reloading the previous save and restarting it. Some of our walks contain information about possible insects. My character is too busy. Kingdom Come: Deliverance has a pretty restrictive weight limit. If your hero is overloaded, it is not advisable -
you may have problems with fights or even exploring the world. Don't pick up every item you come across, sell every useless item, better pieces of equipment that are not currently in use should be placed in the chest. You can also increase weight limitation by developing power and unlocking mule strengths. I'm trying to get in, but my
enemies can still sense me. The shingled mechanic in Kingdom Come is quite complicated. Remove any heavy parts of the armor that can create sound before you start coming. Also, don't forget to crochet. All your sneaky experiments must be done during the night - most NPCs will go to their beds. The save option is not available. If you
don't see storage options in the pause menu, it means you're no longer with Savior Snapps. Guide Just by drinking this drink. Each saving costs one potion. Don't overdo it with manual saves - this would require you to buy, locate or save (using Alchemy) the new Savior Of Snapps. Drink them only at important moments, e.g. I don't have a
lock. Lockpicks, like Saviour Schnapps, are items with very limited availability. You need them to open the locks. It's easy to break them, which means you can lose them forever if you're not careful. New locks can be found in the world or can be purchased from milliners (black marketers) or a few selected traders (e.g. Votava, which can
be found in Talmberg Castle). I don't have any gold. Some methods that allow you to get a lot of gold quickly are not so obvious. Collecting herbs is a very interesting method, but it requires your character to have herbs at a high level. Thanks to this you will be able to collect many more herbs with one click. In addition, you should
remember that you also sell relentless items from your inventory. Traders, however, are only interested in certain goods and have a limited amount of gold. I can't find the shovel. You need this element to dig up graves and treasures, for example. The lack of a shovel can be problematic during, e.g. However, the search is very simple -
one of the shovels is placed on a trolley, which can be found at miller pesheka farm in Rattay (starting point for this search). I don't have a good weapon and armor. Know that basic weapons and armor can be accepted in the first few major investigations. Or you can choose to find them. One possibility to find good equipment is during
your first visit to Talmberg, which happens after your escape from Skalitz. You can come into the armory and steal the most valuable items stored there. It requires you to use locks, however, all castles in the game have low level locks. I can't read books. It's not a bug. Henry can't read at the beginning of the Come Kingdom. You need to
start a Mightier Than the Sword side search for a gun that lives in Uzhitz. Spend a little gold and stay there for a few days - then Henry will learn the basics of reading. From now on, you can start reading books. I didn't make it to the squad. All quests in Kingdom Come are not linear. Some side searches may end in failure. You can lead to
this outcome by, for example, not helping the NPC within a certain time limit, leading to someone's death or by being caught on your hands. Try to fold this failure or reload the previous save if the game does not allow you to continue searching. I can't beat Runt. The first encounter with Runt occurs when you return to the frustrated skalitz
(it takes place during the first few find). Your second meeting with Runt is in Pribyslavitz during the main mission of the Baptism of Fire. You have to beat him here. Runt The only enemy to be killed. Equip Henry with good armor, high-quality mele's weapon and, optionally, a bow, before you begin this mission. During a duel, you should
look for options to block his attacks and use his combinations or shoot him with his bow. Runt could die instantly if he's shot in the head. For more detailed solutions to the issues and other topics listed above, see THE FAQ section. Tips for starting The main focus of the guide is to provide a variety of initial tips. Thanks to them, we should
learn all the basic rules of play and spend the first few hours. Other pages contain descriptions of topics such as fighting, character progression, travelling the world of the game, meeting with NPCs, managing equipment or using alchemy. A lot of time and effort has been inserted into the FAQ. There you can learn how to quickly get rich,
how to find good weapons and armor with ease, whose abilities must first be unlocked, how to win major battles, how to act when your character is caught on your hands or how to successfully sneak into enemy camps. Trophy Guide A chapter dedicated to achievements is another important part. There you can find a complete list of
trophies and steam achievements along with tips that will help you unlock them. The final part of the guide consists of a world atlas containing high-resolution maps of the entire world with the most important locations marked on them. RomanceYes, you can romance in the kingdom of Come Deliverance. Check out our romantic guide and
find out more about Lady Stephanie (quest At Your Service My Lady) and Theresa (quest Courtship). Kingdom Come MapsMaps for Kingdom Come contains all the key NPC, vendors, dealers, skills coaches and treasure maps:Treasure maps maps in Kingdom Come are pictures with symbolical hints – if you find the right place, you will
get a reward! All Treasure Maps in the Kingdom Come - our map with the markings of all treasures, breasts and prey in the Kingdom Come.Treasure XVIII (prizes: dog hunting arch, Fashionable slippers, hunting cap, lucky playing cubes, nighthawk recipe, Joy gutting IV)Treasure IV (prizes: calibre i groschen)Treasure XI (prizes: Villager's
dogwood luk)Treasure XX (prizes: Ash longbow, basic horse moths IV, noble tamne shoes, recipe Aqua Vitalis)Treasure XVII (prizes : Dog bow, decorated riding boots, necklace, book of skills: locking)Treasure XVI (prizes: Hunting bow and hunting sword)WalkPath For the Kingdom Come: Deliverance also offers a detailed walk. There,
you can find solutions for both main searches (split into actions) and side searches that you can unlock by talking to NPCs. Their descriptions contain information that can help you get started, what are your possible rewards for completing a specific look and different ways of completing them. Lots of in-game searches linear linear linear is
also mentioned in their descriptions. You can also check the future consequences of your actions. The main QuestsKingdom Come Walkthrough contains all the main quests with tips. Check out our solution:Side QuestsRattay Quests (The Good Thief, Pickpocketing, Aquarius, Cook, A Bird in the Hand, Next to Godliness, Tough
Love)Uzhitz Quests (Mightier than the Sword, Playing with the Devil, The Horse that Bolted)Talmberg (The House of God) Neuhof (The Sport of Kings)Ledetchko (Restless Spirit, Lost In Translation)Sasau (In Gods Hand, Weeds, New Herbarium, Saintly Remains, Rattle, Damsel and Distress)Rovna (A Man of the
Cloth)PestilenceActivities (small quests)Kingdom Come offers some small side tasks under the name of the activity. Here you can find a walk for more activities in many cities:Rattay activities (It as thieves Woyzeck, Fat as peshek thieves, Do me a favor Strike me, Ruins, Beggars and Feast Rob of the Rich, Give to the Poor)Talmberg
(Skin)Guest houses in glade (Woman of Corned, Delicies)Ledetchko (Chumps on the River)Sasau (Chumps on the River)Sasau (Fat when thieves Simon, Zelenooko monstrum, Queen Shebas's cat)The most important keys to the Kingdom Come on PCBelow you can find our list of the most important keys and buttons used in Kingdom
Come: Deliverance (PC version). The full list of controls is available in Controls. Move Look around Interact / Pick up a item / Start a conversation / Confirm action Jump / Climb Sprint Crouch / Sneak Primary Attack Secondary Attack Kick or Second Special Attack Block / Parry Take Out Melee Weapon Take Bow Inventory Character
Menu Quests journal Map Skip Time Kingdom Come: Deliverance is a complex RPG set in medieval Europe. Developers have paid a lot of attention to realism. This is reflected by the complete absence of fantasy elements (magic, monsters, etc.) and the many difficulties in keeping your hero alive. Your character can't fast-changing, but
he can feel hungry and tired. This realism is an important part of the battle system where you can use different types of melee and range weapons. Jacek John Halas (www.gamepressure.com) On How to unlock from the Ashes? Author : Jacek Stranger Halas for gamepressure.com Use the comments below to send updates and fixes to
this guide. Page 3 Download Game Guide PDF, ePUB &amp; iBooks Free iOS App Get ready to fight! This comprehensive game guide for Kingdom Come Deliverance contains valuable tips, tips and a detailed walk for medieval RPG. Includes initial tips for beginners, battle guide, trophies and achievements, description quest and maps.
See how to survive in the Kingdom of Come! This unofficial guide to Kingdom Come: Deliverance will help you with this rather complex game. The guide is divided into a few extensive chapters and the first contains various tips. What am I supposed to remember before I start a new game? Select Problems. We do not recommend a
hardcore way to your first playthrough of Kingdom Come: Deliverance. This level of difficulty makes exploring, fighting, keeping your character alive and making your progress much harder. This method is for those who have already completed the game and want an additional challenge for their second play. You cannot save without
restrictions. Forget storage whenever you want. Your character can only do this by drinking the Savior Snapps - these potions can't be found anywhere, nor can you mass produce them. That means you have to change the way you play. Visit the bed or bath after each longer adventure - these sites will save your game automatically.
Autosave is also created between specific parts of the search. You can't win a duel by clicking on the same button. Even the weakest enemies can be challenging. You need to know where and when to attack, block, dodge and go on a counterattack. The best solution is to avoid fighting in the first few hours with the game. In Rattay, the
city you reach during the main story, you can practice melee fighting and learn more advanced techniques by visiting the arena. You can complete the game without killing (almost) anyone. Another thing that can convince you to avoid a fight at the start of the game is the fact that you can beat almost the entire campaign without killing
anyone. The game always gives you alternatives - you can, e.g. be cunning during a conversation, avoid enemies, let your allies deal with bandits or escape. The last variant is especially useful when you encounter a stronger enemy. Take care of Henry. In Kingdom Come: Deliverance you need to pay attention to a few additional factors
that affect the health and overall goodwill of your character. Lost health points won't be supplemented over time, which means you need to drink smoothies, eat food or rest. Sleep is also required to reset the fatigue line. Henry can also feel hungry - always have something to eat in your inventory. You can also visit locations that have food
(you can buy or steal it). Pickpocketing and locking are a challenge here. You both have a mini game. At first, you may have trouble completing. Don't worry, the problem was caused by Henry's lack of experience. In The Kingdom of Come: Deliverance Henry acquires professionalism by repeating the same acts over and over again. Each
successfully completed mini game increases your hero's skills, which means that later it can become much better in it. You get a horse after you finish the first few routes. At the beginning, you can't assign any horse to your character. Don't try to steal them because you can have a lot of problems. Focus on completing the main searches.
One of the prizes for prey quest is your horse. From now on, you can ride on a horse without any for tips, see Initial tips. How to develop the hero's main stats? In the Kingdom Come: Pull out your skills by performing activities related to them. Some skills can also be leveled on an alternating level, e.g. Power - Participate in fights and
practice in arenas. Dexterity - Use the bow, implement dodges. Vitality - Sprint and ascent. Speech - Speak with NPCs.Defence - Use blocks. Warfare - Take part in combat. Mace, Bow, Sword, Axe. Unarmed - Defeat your enemies using a fist. Alchemy - Beer inflatables. Read - Read books (after learning this skill from scribe to Uzhitz).
Stealing from npc's pockets. Horseman - Rides on horseback. Maintenance - Repair of your equipment. Hunting - Hunting wild animals. Drinking - Drink alcohol and smoothies. Stealth - Steal into restricted areas. Lockpicking - Open locks with lock. Herbs - Collection of herbs. For more information about each of the skills, see Character
Progress. The most common problems with kingdom Come: DeliveranceKingdom Come does not work / freezes. Start by installing the latest video card drivers. Also, be sure to check that your computer meets the minimum recommended requirements. Another thing you have to do, no matter what platform you have, is update the game
to the latest version. I can't finish my job. Some quests have bugs that can cause problems or even prevent them from supplementing. One of these searches is called The Bird in Hand. During this side search you may have a bug that causes your cages to disappear. Most of the searches were set in patch 1.6 and in previous fixes.
However, if you still run into a bug, try reloading the previous save and restarting it. Some of our walks contain information about possible insects. My character is too busy. Kingdom Come: Deliverance has a pretty restrictive weight limit. If your hero is overloaded, it is not advisable - you may have problems with fights or even exploring
the world. Don't pick up every item you come across, sell every useless item, better pieces of equipment that are not currently in use should be placed in the chest. You can also increase weight limitation by developing power and unlocking mule strengths. I'm trying to get in, but my enemies can still sense me. The shingled mechanic in
Kingdom Come is quite complicated. Remove any heavy parts of the armor that can create sound before you start coming. Also, don't forget to crochet. All your sneaky experiments must be done during the night - most NPCs will go to their beds. The save option is not available. If you don't see storage options in the pause menu, it means
you're no longer with Savior Snapps. Manual storage is only possible by drinking this beverage. save the cost of one potion. Don't overdo it with manual saves - this would require you to buy, locate or save (using Alchemy) the new Savior Of Snapps. Drink them only at important moments, e.g. I don't have a lock. Lockpicks, like Saviour
Schnapps, are items with very limited availability. You need them to open the locks. It's easy to break them, which means you can lose them forever if you're not careful. New locks can be found in the world or can be purchased from milliners (black marketers) or a few selected traders (e.g. Votava, which can be found in Talmberg Castle).
I don't have any gold. Some methods that allow you to get a lot of gold quickly are not so obvious. Collecting herbs is a very interesting method, but it requires your character to have herbs at a high level. Thanks to this you will be able to collect many more herbs with one click. In addition, you should remember that you also sell relentless
items from your inventory. Traders, however, are only interested in certain goods and have a limited amount of gold. I can't find the shovel. You need this element to dig up graves and treasures, for example. The lack of a shovel can be problematic during, e.g. However, the search is very simple - one of the shovels is placed on a trolley,
which can be found at miller pesheka farm in Rattay (starting point for this search). I don't have a good weapon and armor. Know that basic weapons and armor can be accepted in the first few major investigations. Or you can choose to find them. One possibility to find good equipment is during your first visit to Talmberg, which happens
after your escape from Skalitz. You can come into the armory and steal the most valuable items stored there. It requires you to use locks, however, all castles in the game have low level locks. I can't read books. It's not a bug. Henry can't read at the beginning of the Come Kingdom. You need to start a Mightier Than the Sword side search
for a gun that lives in Uzhitz. Spend a little gold and stay there for a few days - then Henry will learn the basics of reading. From now on, you can start reading books. I didn't make it to the squad. All quests in Kingdom Come are not linear. Some side searches may end in failure. You can lead to this outcome by, for example, not helping
the NPC within a certain time limit, leading to someone's death or by being caught on your hands. Try to fold this failure or reload the previous save if the game does not allow you to continue searching. I can't beat Runt. The first encounter with Runt occurs when you return to the frustrated skalitz (it takes place during the first few find).
Your second meeting with Runt is in Pribyslavitz during the main mission of the Baptism of Fire. You have to beat him here. Runt is the only enemy to be killed. Equip With good armor, high-quality melee weapons and, optionally, a bow before you start this task. During a duel, you should look for options to block his attacks and use his
combinations or shoot him with his bow. Runt could die instantly if he's shot in the head. For more detailed solutions to the issues and other topics listed above, see THE FAQ section. Tips for starting The main focus of the guide is to provide a variety of initial tips. Thanks to them, we should learn all the basic rules of play and spend the
first few hours. Other pages contain descriptions of topics such as fighting, character progression, travelling the world of the game, meeting with NPCs, managing equipment or using alchemy. A lot of time and effort has been inserted into the FAQ. There you can learn how to quickly get rich, how to find good weapons and armor with
ease, whose abilities must first be unlocked, how to win major battles, how to act when your character is caught on your hands or how to successfully sneak into enemy camps. Trophy Guide A chapter dedicated to achievements is another important part. There you can find a complete list of trophies and steam achievements along with
tips that will help you unlock them. The final part of the guide consists of a world atlas containing high-resolution maps of the entire world with the most important locations marked on them. RomanceYes, you can romance in the kingdom of Come Deliverance. Check out our romantic guide and find out more about Lady Stephanie (quest At
Your Service My Lady) and Theresa (quest Courtship). Kingdom Come MapsMaps for Kingdom Come contains all the key NPC, vendors, dealers, skills coaches and treasure maps:Treasure maps maps in Kingdom Come are pictures with symbolical hints – if you find the right place, you will get a reward! All Treasure Maps in the Kingdom
Come - our map with the markings of all treasures, breasts and prey in the Kingdom Come.Treasure XVIII (prizes: dog hunting arch, Fashionable slippers, hunting cap, lucky playing cubes, nighthawk recipe, Joy gutting IV)Treasure IV (prizes: calibre i groschen)Treasure XI (prizes: Villager's dogwood luk)Treasure XX (prizes: Ash longbow,
basic horse moths IV, noble tamne shoes, recipe Aqua Vitalis)Treasure XVII (prizes : Dog bow, decorated riding boots, necklace, book of skills: locking)Treasure XVI (prizes: Hunting bow and hunting sword)WalkPath For the Kingdom Come: Deliverance also offers a detailed walk. There, you can find solutions for both main searches (split
into actions) and side searches that you can unlock by talking to NPCs. Their descriptions contain information that can help you get started, what are your possible rewards for completing a specific look and different ways of completing them. Many quests in the game are not linear, which is also mentioned in their descriptions. you
consequences of your actions. The main QuestsKingdom Come Walkthrough contains all the main quests with tips. Check out our solution:Side QuestsRattay Quests (The Good Thief, Pickpocketing, Aquarius, Cook, A Bird in the Hand, Next to Godliness, Tough Love)Uzhitz Quests (Mightier than the Sword, Playing with the Devil, The
Horse that Bolted)Talmberg (The House of God) Neuhof (The Sport of Kings)Ledetchko (Restless Spirit, Lost In Translation)Sasau (In Gods Hand, Weeds, New Herbarium, Saintly Remains, Rattle, Damsel and Distress)Rovna (A Man of the Cloth)PestilenceActivities (small quests)Kingdom Come offers some small side tasks under the
name of the activity. Here you can find a walk for more activities in many cities:Rattay activities (It as thieves Woyzeck, Fat as peshek thieves, Do me a favor Strike me, Ruins, Beggars and Feast Rob of the Rich, Give to the Poor)Talmberg (Skin)Guest houses in glade (Woman of Corned, Delicies)Ledetchko (Chumps on the River)Sasau
(Chumps on the River)Sasau (Fat when thieves Simon, Zelenooko monstrum, Queen Shebas's cat)The most important keys to the Kingdom Come on PCBelow you can find our list of the most important keys and buttons used in Kingdom Come: Deliverance (PC version). The full list of controls is available in Controls. Move Look around
Interact / Pick up a item / Start a conversation / Confirm action Jump / Climb Sprint Crouch / Sneak Primary Attack Secondary Attack Kick or Second Special Attack Block / Parry Take Out Melee Weapon Take Bow Inventory Character Menu Quests journal Map Skip Time Kingdom Come: Deliverance is a complex RPG set in medieval
Europe. Developers have paid a lot of attention to realism. This is reflected by the complete absence of fantasy elements (magic, monsters, etc.) and the many difficulties in keeping your hero alive. Your character can't fast-changing, but he can feel hungry and tired. This realism is an important part of the battle system where you can use
different types of melee and range weapons. Jacek John Halas (www.gamepressure.com) On How to unlock from the Ashes? Author : Jacek Stranger Halas for gamepressure.com Use the comments below to send updates and fixes to this guide. Page 4 Download Game Guide PDF, ePUB &amp; iBooks Free iOS App Get ready to fight!
This comprehensive game guide for Kingdom Come Deliverance contains valuable tips, tips and a detailed walk for medieval RPG. Includes initial tips for beginners, battle guide, trophies and achievements, description quest and maps. See how to survive in the Kingdom of Come! This unofficial guide to Kingdom Come: Deliverance will
help you with this rather complex game. The guide is divided into a few extensive chapters and the first contains various tips. What am I supposed to remember before I start a new game? Select the usual difficulty. We do not recommend hardcore mode Your first playthrough of Kingdom Come: Deliverance. This level of difficulty makes
exploring, fighting, keeping your character alive and making your progress much harder. This method is for those who have already completed the game and want an additional challenge for their second play. You cannot save without restrictions. Forget storage whenever you want. Your character can only do this by drinking the Savior
Snapps - these potions can't be found anywhere, nor can you mass produce them. That means you have to change the way you play. Visit the bed or bath after each longer adventure - these sites will save your game automatically. Autosave is also created between specific parts of the search. You can't win a duel by clicking on the same
button. Even the weakest enemies can be challenging. You need to know where and when to attack, block, dodge and go on a counterattack. The best solution is to avoid fighting in the first few hours with the game. In Rattay, the city you reach during the main story, you can practice melee fighting and learn more advanced techniques by
visiting the arena. You can complete the game without killing (almost) anyone. Another thing that can convince you to avoid a fight at the start of the game is the fact that you can beat almost the entire campaign without killing anyone. The game always gives you alternatives - you can, e.g. be cunning during a conversation, avoid enemies,
let your allies deal with bandits or escape. The last variant is especially useful when you encounter a stronger enemy. Take care of Henry. In Kingdom Come: Deliverance you need to pay attention to a few additional factors that affect the health and overall goodwill of your character. Lost health points won't be supplemented over time,
which means you need to drink smoothies, eat food or rest. Sleep is also required to reset the fatigue line. Henry can also feel hungry - always have something to eat in your inventory. You can also visit locations that have food (you can buy or steal it). Pickpocketing and locking are a challenge here. You both have a mini game. At first,
you may have trouble completing. Don't worry, the problem was caused by Henry's lack of experience. In The Kingdom of Come: Deliverance Henry acquires professionalism by repeating the same acts over and over again. Each successfully completed mini game increases your hero's skills, which means that later it can become much
better in it. You get a horse after you finish the first few routes. At the beginning, you can't assign any horse to your character. Don't try to steal them because you can have a lot of problems. Focus on completing the main searches. One of the prizes for prey quest is your horse. From now on, you can ride on a horse with no restrictions.
More advice can be found in section of the advice section. How to develop the hero's main stats? In the Kingdom Come: Pull out your skills by performing activities related to them. Some skills can also be leveled on an alternating level, e.g. Power - Participate in fights and practice in arenas. Dexterity - Use the bow, implement dodges.
Vitality - Sprint and ascent. Speech - Speak with NPCs.Defence - Use blocks. Warfare - Take part in combat. Mace, Bow, Sword, Axe. Unarmed - Defeat your enemies using a fist. Alchemy - Beer inflatables. Read - Read books (after learning this skill from scribe to Uzhitz). Stealing from npc's pockets. Horseman - Rides on horseback.
Maintenance - Repair of your equipment. Hunting - Hunting wild animals. Drinking - Drink alcohol and smoothies. Stealth - Steal into restricted areas. Lockpicking - Open locks with lock. Herbs - Collection of herbs. For more information about each of the skills, see Character Progress. The most common problems with kingdom Come:
DeliveranceKingdom Come does not work / freezes. Start by installing the latest video card drivers. Also, be sure to check that your computer meets the minimum recommended requirements. Another thing you have to do, no matter what platform you have, is update the game to the latest version. I can't finish my job. Some quests have
bugs that can cause problems or even prevent them from supplementing. One of these searches is called The Bird in Hand. During this side search you may have a bug that causes your cages to disappear. Most of the searches were set in patch 1.6 and in previous fixes. However, if you still run into a bug, try reloading the previous save
and restarting it. Some of our walks contain information about possible insects. My character is too busy. Kingdom Come: Deliverance has a pretty restrictive weight limit. If your hero is overloaded, it is not advisable - you may have problems with fights or even exploring the world. Don't pick up every item you come across, sell every
useless item, better pieces of equipment that are not currently in use should be placed in the chest. You can also increase weight limitation by developing power and unlocking mule strengths. I'm trying to get in, but my enemies can still sense me. The shingled mechanic in Kingdom Come is quite complicated. Remove any heavy parts of
the armor that can create sound before you start coming. Also, don't forget to crochet. All your sneaky experiments must be done during the night - most NPCs will go to their beds. The save option is not available. If you don't see storage options in the pause menu, it means you're no longer with Savior Snapps. Manual storage is only
possible by drinking this beverage. Each saving costs one potion. No with hand saves - this would require you to buy, find or brew (using Alchemy) a new Saviour Schnapps. Drink them only at important moments, e.g. I don't have a lock. Lockpicks, like Saviour Schnapps, are items with very limited availability. You need them to open the
locks. It's easy to break them, which means you can lose them forever if you're not careful. New locks can be found in the world or can be purchased from milliners (black marketers) or a few selected traders (e.g. Votava, which can be found in Talmberg Castle). I don't have any gold. Some methods that allow you to get a lot of gold
quickly are not so obvious. Collecting herbs is a very interesting method, but it requires your character to have herbs at a high level. Thanks to this you will be able to collect many more herbs with one click. In addition, you should remember that you also sell relentless items from your inventory. Traders, however, are only interested in
certain goods and have a limited amount of gold. I can't find the shovel. You need this element to dig up graves and treasures, for example. The lack of a shovel can be problematic during, e.g. However, the search is very simple - one of the shovels is placed on a trolley, which can be found at miller pesheka farm in Rattay (starting point
for this search). I don't have a good weapon and armor. Know that basic weapons and armor can be accepted in the first few major investigations. Or you can choose to find them. One possibility to find good equipment is during your first visit to Talmberg, which happens after your escape from Skalitz. You can come into the armory and
steal the most valuable items stored there. It requires you to use locks, however, all castles in the game have low level locks. I can't read books. It's not a bug. Henry can't read at the beginning of the Come Kingdom. You need to start a Mightier Than the Sword side search for a gun that lives in Uzhitz. Spend a little gold and stay there for
a few days - then Henry will learn the basics of reading. From now on, you can start reading books. I didn't make it to the squad. All quests in Kingdom Come are not linear. Some side searches may end in failure. You can lead to this outcome by, for example, not helping the NPC within a certain time limit, leading to someone's death or by
being caught on your hands. Try to fold this failure or reload the previous save if the game does not allow you to continue searching. I can't beat Runt. The first encounter with Runt occurs when you return to the frustrated skalitz (it takes place during the first few find). Your second meeting with Runt is in Pribyslavitz during the main
mission of the Baptism of Fire. You have to beat him here. Runt is the only enemy to be killed. Equip Henry with good armor, high-quality weapons and, optionally, the bow before you start looking for it. During a duel, you should look for options to block his attacks and use his combinations or shoot him with his bow. Runt could die
instantly if he's shot in the head. For more detailed solutions to the issues and other topics listed above, see THE FAQ section. Tips for starting The main focus of the guide is to provide a variety of initial tips. Thanks to them, we should learn all the basic rules of play and spend the first few hours. Other pages contain descriptions of topics
such as fighting, character progression, travelling the world of the game, meeting with NPCs, managing equipment or using alchemy. A lot of time and effort has been inserted into the FAQ. There you can learn how to quickly get rich, how to find good weapons and armor with ease, whose abilities must first be unlocked, how to win major
battles, how to act when your character is caught on your hands or how to successfully sneak into enemy camps. Trophy Guide A chapter dedicated to achievements is another important part. There you can find a complete list of trophies and steam achievements along with tips that will help you unlock them. The final part of the guide
consists of a world atlas containing high-resolution maps of the entire world with the most important locations marked on them. RomanceYes, you can romance in the kingdom of Come Deliverance. Check out our romantic guide and find out more about Lady Stephanie (quest At Your Service My Lady) and Theresa (quest Courtship).
Kingdom Come MapsMaps for Kingdom Come contains all the key NPC, vendors, dealers, skills coaches and treasure maps:Treasure maps maps in Kingdom Come are pictures with symbolical hints – if you find the right place, you will get a reward! All Treasure Maps in the Kingdom Come - our map with the markings of all treasures,
breasts and prey in the Kingdom Come.Treasure XVIII (prizes: dog hunting arch, Fashionable slippers, hunting cap, lucky playing cubes, nighthawk recipe, Joy gutting IV)Treasure IV (prizes: calibre i groschen)Treasure XI (prizes: Villager's dogwood luk)Treasure XX (prizes: Ash longbow, basic horse moths IV, noble tamne shoes, recipe
Aqua Vitalis)Treasure XVII (prizes : Dog bow, decorated riding boots, necklace, book of skills: locking)Treasure XVI (prizes: Hunting bow and hunting sword)WalkPath For the Kingdom Come: Deliverance also offers a detailed walk. There, you can find solutions for both main searches (split into actions) and side searches that you can
unlock by talking to NPCs. Their descriptions contain information that can help you get started, what are your possible rewards for completing a specific look and different ways of completing them. Many quests in the game are not linear, which is also mentioned in their descriptions. You can also check for future consequences Measures.
The main QuestsKingdom Come Walkthrough contains all the main quests with tips. Check out our solution:Side QuestsRattay Quests (The Good Thief, Pickpocketing, Aquarius, Cook, A Bird in the Hand, Next to Godliness, Tough Love)Uzhitz Quests (Mightier than the Sword, Playing with the Devil, The Horse that Bolted)Talmberg (The
House of God) Neuhof (The Sport of Kings)Ledetchko (Restless Spirit, Lost In Translation)Sasau (In Gods Hand, Weeds, New Herbarium, Saintly Remains, Rattle, Damsel and Distress)Rovna (A Man of the Cloth)PestilenceActivities (small quests)Kingdom Come offers some small side tasks under the name of the activity. Here you can
find a walk for more activities in many cities:Rattay activities (It as thieves Woyzeck, Fat as peshek thieves, Do me a favor Strike me, Ruins, Beggars and Feast Rob of the Rich, Give to the Poor)Talmberg (Skin)Guest houses in glade (Woman of Corned, Delicies)Ledetchko (Chumps on the River)Sasau (Chumps on the River)Sasau (Fat
when thieves Simon, Zelenooko monstrum, Queen Shebas's cat)The most important keys to the Kingdom Come on PCBelow you can find our list of the most important keys and buttons used in Kingdom Come: Deliverance (PC version). The full list of controls is available in Controls. Move Look around Interact / Pick up a item / Start a
conversation / Confirm action Jump / Climb Sprint Crouch / Sneak Primary Attack Secondary Attack Kick or Second Special Attack Block / Parry Take Out Melee Weapon Take Bow Inventory Character Menu Quests journal Map Skip Time Kingdom Come: Deliverance is a complex RPG set in medieval Europe. Developers have paid a lot
of attention to realism. This is reflected by the complete absence of fantasy elements (magic, monsters, etc.) and the many difficulties in keeping your hero alive. Your character can't fast-changing, but he can feel hungry and tired. This realism is an important part of the battle system where you can use different types of melee and range
weapons. Jacek John Halas (www.gamepressure.com) On How to unlock from the Ashes? Author : Jacek Stranger Halas for gamepressure.com Use the comments below to send updates and fixes to this guide. Guide.
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